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Polar Vision within 
EUROFLEETS2 aiming at 
integrating the 
European Polar 
Research Vessel (PRV) 
establishing models for 
implementing a joint 
coordination of PRV, 
together with the 
collaboration of other 
Nations.
Polar Vision 
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3Main Aims
Determine full scientific capacities versus Cargo PRV´s
Define the scientific demand, in accordance with IASC 
(International Arctic Science Committee) and SCAR (Scientific 
Committee on Antarctic Research), for research in the Polar 
Oceans and 
Establish  models for optimization of the PRV fleet by 
coordination of the vessels’ scheduling and by harmonizing 
the ice-strengthened research vessels with the heavy 
icebreakers. 
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Heavy icebreakers in the Arctic
















Icebreakers & Ice Classified RV´s in the Antarctic

































group to gain 











Access to Polar Research Vessels
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EUROFLEETS2 Vessels offered for the Arctic in the Polar & 
Sub polar Call for ship-time  - Call closed 24th of May 2014 
EUROFLEETS 2 : The first steps to improve and promote Polar Access
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Year-Round navigation in Polar Waters





•to establish models for a Joint 
European/International Polar Research fleet. 
•to elaborate models for the optimization of 
the Polar Research Fleet e.g. by better 
coordination of the vessels and by 
harmonizing the deployment of ice-
strengthened vessels with the heavy 
icebreakers and by giving 
recommendations for future infrastructure 
needs to fulfill the European Member States 
and associated partners strategic research 
objectives. 
•to give specific recommendations on ways 
to encourage long term and pan-European 
scientific planning, to ensure optimal use of 
an integrated European Polar Fleet. 
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Polar Research Vessels Perspective at Horizon 2020
2 New heavy Icebreakers operative before 2020 
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Centerline moon pool to 
facilitate sampling under 
extreme conditions and to 
deploy submarine vehicles 
(AUV´s, ROV, etc.)
An optimized hull 
design for noise 
reduction level (ringing, 
reverberation, acoustic 
blocking, etc.) as well 
as for transit in open 
water (being in heavy 















drones for use in the 
atmosphere, sea ice, 
and studies of glacier 
ice remote areas
Acoustic are crucial to 
both physical and 
biological marine 
research. These include 
MB sonars mapping, SBP, 
ACDP, fisheries 
acoustics, and acoustic 
underwater positioning 
and navigation systems
New requirements from the science community regarding 
equipment and capabilities aboard PRVs







POLAR STERN II 
planned delivery 
by 2019. 
On going project 
expected 
delivery by 2019
There are other possible replacements or new projects from Canada, China, etc
PLANNED NEW ICEBREAKERS VESSELS
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European polar research has contributed critical knowledge to identifying the
processes influencing global climate with consequences for global society. Datasets
from the Polar Regions are still insufficient to fully understand and more effectively
predict the effects of change on our climate and society. Recent EU actions as
Eurofleets and/or EU-Polar Net go on this direction.
This situation can be improved by
Making an effort to improve the lack of fully equipped PRV, manly for multiyear ice,
to tackle the scientific requirements from IASC and SCAR
To strengthen collaboration between European through European Polar Board, and
with USA, Canada, Japan, Korea and other nations.
It is recommended to find ways to promote transnational access to PRV
From Europe Eurofleets and Eu_PolarNet, we promote Workshop with international
partners to collect information on National Polar Programs to encourage increased
collaboration and planning efforts in polar marine research
Conclusions & Recommendations

